
Illex Wobbring Softbait 3" 7,1cm Green 
Pumpkin Chart

Illex

Product number: IL-16776

The Wobbring 3 inch is one of the most popular 
lures among Japanese anglers and guides thanks to 
its incredible versatility in finesse fishing.

Weight: 0.0021 kg
12,95 €
11,69 € * 11,69 €

Maximise your catch with the Illex Wobbring soft bait 3" 7.1cm

A masterpiece of flexibility for finesse fishing

The Illex Wobbring soft lure 3" 7.1cm, a jewel among Illex soft baits, is recognised by Japanese anglers 
and guides for its versatility in finesse fishing. A favourite soft lure for techniques such as drop-shot, jig-
head, micro-jig, split-shot and Carolina rig, the Illex Wobbring proves its effectiveness in a wide range of 
conditions.

Design that moves water

The ribbed body with delicate appendages and the characteristic hooked tail of the Illex rubber fish ensure 
lifelike movements and strong vibrations that displace more water. These characteristics make the Wobbring 
soft lure an irresistible lure for perch, trout, zander and black bass, superior even to classic sickle tails.

Enriched with attractant for ultimate attraction

The material of the Illex Wobbring is impregnated with an attractant, making it an effective lure, especially 
when predators are focussing on smaller prey. In combination with a Magic Tungsten Micro round head, the 
Wobbring turns out to be an excellent perch bait, also ideal for rock fishing.

Optimum hooks for maximum success

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Hooks/Jighead/Illex-Magic-Tungsten-Micro-Round-Jig-Head-with-Bait-holder.html


To maximise the effectiveness of the Illex Wobbring soft bait, we recommend combining it with Finesse 
Wide Gape Texas hooks (#1 - #1/0) or Magic Tungsten Round Head hooks (#6 and #4), perfectly matched 
for dropshot bait and Carolina rig lure fishing.

Product features at a glance:

Versatile use for drop shot, jig head, micro jig, split shot, Carolina rig
Unique design with ribbed body and hook-shaped tail
Generates strong vibrations and displaces a lot of water
Material impregnated with Super Formula shrimp attractant
Ideal for catching perch, trout, zander and black bass

Experience the superiority of the Illex Wobbring soft lure 3" 7.1cm on your next fishing adventure. Its 
sophisticated design and attractant-enriched texture ensure that you will attract the attention of any predator 
with this lure.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Hooks/Offset-Hooks/Illex-Finesse-Hooks-Wide-Gape-Texas.html
https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Hooks/Offset-Hooks/Illex-Finesse-Hooks-Wide-Gape-Texas.html
https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Hooks/Jighead/Illex-Magic-Tungsten-Round-Jig-Head-with-Bait-holder.html
https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/

